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The national bestseller From the author of the bestselling More Beautiful Than
Before comes an inspiring book about loss based on his most popular sermon.
As the senior rabbi of one of the largest synagogues in the world, Steve Leder
has learned over and over again the many ways death teaches us how to live
and love more deeply by showing us not only what is gone but also the beauty of
what remains. This inspiring and comforting book takes us on a journey through
the experience of loss that is fundamental to everyone. Yet even after having sat
beside thousands of deathbeds, Steve Leder the rabbi was not fully prepared for
the loss of his own father. It was only then that Steve Leder the son truly learned
how loss makes life beautiful by giving it meaning and touching us with love that
we had not felt before. Enriched by Rabbi Leder's irreverence, vulnerability, and
wicked sense of humor, this heartfelt narrative is filled with laughter and tears,
the wisdom of millennia and modernity, and, most of all, an unfolding of the
profound and simple truth that in loss we gain more than we ever imagined.
A collection of “entertaining . . . unapologetically opinionated” essays from the
New York Times‒bestselling author of the Commissario Guido Brunetti novels
(The New York Times). Donna Leon has won legions of fans and waves of critical
acclaim for her international bestselling mystery series featuring Venetian
Commissario Guido Brunetti̶not only for her intricate plots and gripping
narratives, but for her insight into the culture, politics, family-life, and history of
Venice. But outside of her mystery novels, Leon has also been writing essays on
Venetian life and related topics for years. In My Venice and Other Essays, the
best of these essays are collected: more than fifty charming and insightful works
ranging in topic from battles over garbage in the canals to the troubles with
rehabbing Venetian real estate. Leon shares episodes from her life, explores her
love of opera, and recounts tales from in and around her country house in the
mountains. With pointed observations and humor, she also explores her family
history, her former life in New Jersey, and the idea of the “Italian man.” Sure to
please longtime Leon fans as well as anyone who appreciates the wit and
wisdom of a master wordsmith, this volume offers “an intriguing glimpse at the
strong views of an exceptionally interesting and entertaining novelist” (The
Seattle Times).
'Crime writing of the highest order' Guardian
̲ Once again, Commissario Guido Brunetti
is willing to bend police rules for an acquaintance, even though Elisabetta
Foscarini, the woman who asks the favour, is not really a friend. But her mother
was good to Brunetti's, so he feels he has no choice but to repay the debt and
agrees to look into the matter 'privately', rather than as a police official. Her sonin-law has alarmed his wife by telling her they might be in danger because of
something he's involved with. Because
Enrico Fenzo is an accountant, Brunetti
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suspects that the likely reason must be the finances of one of his clients. Brunetti
takes a look and finds little: one client is an optician, another Fenzòs father-inlaw, whom he helped establish a charity, another the owner of a restaurant. He is
about to tell his friend that he can find no reason for preoccupation when her
daughter's place of work is vandalised, forcing Brunetti to turn his attention - still
'private' - to Elisabetta's own family. What he discovers shows the Janus-faced
nature of yet another Italian institution as well as the wobbly line that attempts to
differentiate between the criminal and the non-criminal.
A New York Times bestseller: “Brunetti amply displays the keen intelligence and
wry humor that has endeared this series to so many.” ̶Publishers Weekly
Commissario Brunettiʼs latest assignment is to look into a minor shop-keeping
violation committed by the mayorʼs future daughter-in-law. Brunetti has no
interest in helping his boss amass political favors, but has little choice but to
comply. Then Brunettiʼs wife comes to him with a request of her own. The sweet,
simple-minded man who worked at their dry cleaner has just died of a sleeping
pill overdose, and Paola loathes the idea that he lived and died without anyone
noticing him, or helping him. Brunetti begins to investigate and is surprised when
he finds nothing on the man: no birth certificate, no passport, no driverʼs license,
no credit cards. As far as the Italian government is concerned, he never existed.
Stranger still, the dead manʼs mother refuses to speak to the police. And as
secrets unravel, Brunetti begins to suspect that an aristocratic family might be
somehow connected to the mystery . . . “Leonʼs success . . . is testament to the
heartening fact that character counts in crime fiction.” ̶Booklist, starred review
Little Spark
A Brief History of Humankind
My Venice
Falling in Love
Truth Beyond the Matrix
Mr Darcy's Cottage of Earthly Delights
The City of Earthly Desire is an unforgettable novel of love and lust; beauty and vulgarity;
virtue and vice; and art and ethics. Occasionally dark, but always entertaining and engaging,
the narrative is peopled by a memorable cast of characters who are as intense and turbulent
as the times and places they occupy. Like the great novels of the nineteenth century, the story
delves into the struggle between morality and immorality; meaning and nihilism; and good
and evil. After the communists destroy his dream of becoming a recognized painter in
Hungary, Reinhardt Drixler escapes to America to provide a better future for his young
family and to further his artistic pursuits. Twenty-five years later, communism collapses in
Europe; Reinhardt’s son Béla falls in love with Suzy Kiss, an ambitious and alluring
Hungarian striptease dancer whose interest in the young writer can be summarized in two
words: green card. When Suzy is mysteriously deported, a devastated Béla must make a
decision – should he stay in New York and continue with the noble artistic ambitions his
father instilled in him, or should he follow his heart to Hungary and explore the enticing and
risqué opportunities blossoming in post-communist Budapest?
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As humans, death—its certainty, its inevitability—consumes us. We make it the subject of
our literature, our art, our philosophy, and our religion. Our feelings and attitudes toward
our mortality and its possible afterlives have evolved greatly from the early days of
mankind. Collecting these views in this topical and instructive book, W. M. Spellman
considers death and dying from every angle in the Western tradition, exploring how humans
understand and come to terms with the end of life. Using the work of archaeologists and
paleoanthropologists, Spellman examines how interpreting physical remains gives us insight
into prehistoric perspectives on death. He traces how humans have died over the centuries,
both in the causes of death and in the views of actions that lead to death. He spotlights the
great philosophical and scientific traditions of the West, which did not believe in an afterlife
or see the purpose of bereavement, while also casting new light on the major religious beliefs
that emerged in the ancient world, particularly the centuries-long development of
Christianity. He delves into three approaches to the meaning of death—the negation of life,
continuity in another form, and agnosticism—from both religious and secular-scientific
perspectives. Providing a deeper context for contemporary debates over end-of-life issues
and the tension between longevity and quality of life, A Brief History of Death is an
illuminating look at the complex ways humans face death and the dying.
Earthly RemainsThe History and Science of Preserved Human BodiesOxford University
Press, USA
Important essays from one of the giants of literary criticism, including a dozen published
here in English for the first time Erich Auerbach (1892-1957), best known for his classic
literary study Mimesis, is celebrated today as a founder of comparative literature, a
forerunner of secular criticism, and a prophet of global literary studies. Yet the true depth of
Auerbach's thinking and writing remains unplumbed. Time, History, and Literature presents
a wide selection of Auerbach's essays, many of which are little known outside the Germanspeaking world. Of the twenty essays culled for this volume from the full length of his
career, twelve have never appeared in English before, and one is being published for the
first time. Foregrounded in this major new collection are Auerbach's complex relationship to
the Judaeo-Christian tradition, his philosophy of time and history, and his theory of human
ethics and responsible action. Auerbach effectively charts out the difficult discovery, in the
wake of Christianity, of the sensuous, the earthly, and the human and social worlds. A
number of the essays reflect Auerbach's responses to an increasingly hostile National
Socialist environment. These writings offer a challenging model of intellectual engagement,
one that remains as compelling today as it was in Auerbach's own time.
The History and Science of Preserved Human Bodies
And Other Essays
A New History of Humanity
Shortlisted for the Gold Dagger
A Novel
Unto Us a Son Is Given
Unable to make any progress in locating the missing Indavara, a desperate
Cassius has been given an unrewarding assignment in Antioch. But when an
old ally's daughter is kidnapped, he feels duty-bound to repay a long
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standing debt. Disillusioned with the tawdry demands of the Imperial
Security Service, he disobeys his superiors and leaves Syria, determined to
do some good. Accompanied by nomadic chieftain Kabir and a trio of
warriors, Cassius soon finds himself in Greece hunting a vicious band of
slave-traders trafficking women across the Empire. But these are no
common criminals, and as Cassius sets out to bring them down, he finds
himself up against ruthless, cunning men with powerful friends and a lot to
lose. For the Agent of Rome, desperate times call for desperate measures.
For generations, our remote ancestors have been cast as primitive and
childlike - either free and equal, or thuggish and warlike. Civilization, we
are told, could be achieved only by sacrificing those original freedoms or,
alternatively, by taming our baser instincts. David Graeber and David
Wengrow show how such theories first emerged in the eighteenth century as
a reaction to indigenous critiques of European society, and why they are
wrong. In doing so, they overturn our view of human history, including the
origins of farming, property, cities, democracy, slavery and civilization
itself. Drawing on path-breaking research in archaeology and anthropology,
the authors show how history becomes a far more interesting place once we
begin to see what's really there. If humans did not spend 95 per cent of
their evolutionary past in tiny bands of hunter-gatherers, what were they
doing all that time? If agriculture, and cities, did not mean a plunge into
hierarchy and domination, then what kinds of social and economic
organization did they lead to? The answers are often unexpected, and
suggest that the course of history may be less set in stone, and more full of
playful possibilities than we tend to assume. The Dawn of Everything
fundamentally transforms our understanding of the human past and offers a
path toward imagining new forms of freedom, new ways of organizing
society. This is a monumental book of formidable intellectual range,
animated by curiosity, moral vision and faith in the power of direct action.
A New York Times bestseller: The police investigate the death of a
veterinarian in Venice, Italy in this “swiftly paced” mystery (The Seattle
Times). When the body of man is found in a canal, damaged by the tides,
carrying no wallet, and wearing only one shoe, Guido Brunetti has little to
work with. No local has filed a missing-person report, and no hotel guests
have disappeared. The autopsy shows he had suffered from a rare,
disfiguring disease. A shopkeeper tells Brunetti that the man had a kindly
way with animals. Finally, the victim is identified as a much-loved
veterinarian—and Brunetti’s quest to find the killer will take him on a
harrowing journey . . . “All her trademark strengths shine in this swiftly
paced, sophisticated tale of greed versus ethics.” —The Seattle Times
“Written with such delicacy and emotional force that we can’t help but be
reminded of Greek tragedy.” —Booklist, starred review
Winner of the Restless Books Prize for New Immigrant Writing, Priyanka
Champaneri’s transcendent debut novel brings us inside India’s holy city of
Banaras, where the manager of a death hostel shepherds the dying who seek
the release of a good death, while his own past refuses to let him go.
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Banaras, Varanasi, Kashi: India’s holy city on the banks of the Ganges has
many names but holds one ultimate promise for Hindus. It is the place
where pilgrims come for a good death, to be released from the cycle of
reincarnation by purifying fire. As the dutiful manager of a death hostel in
Kashi, Pramesh welcomes the dying and assists families bound for the
funeral pyres that burn constantly on the ghats. The soul is gone, the body
is burnt, the time is past, he tells them. Detach. After ten years in the
timeless city, Pramesh can nearly persuade himself that here, there is no
past or future. He lives contentedly at the death hostel with his wife,
Shobha, their young daughter, Rani, the hostel priests, his hapless but
winning assistant, and the constant flow of families with their dying. But
one day the past arrives in the lifeless form of a man pulled from the
river—a man with an uncanny resemblance to Pramesh. Called “twins” in
their childhood village, he and his cousin Sagar are inseparable until
Pramesh leaves to see the outside world and Sagar stays to tend the land.
After Pramesh marries Shobha, defying his family’s wishes, a rift opens up
between the cousins that he has long since tried to forget. Do not look back.
Detach. But for Shobha, Sagar’s reemergence casts a shadow over the life
she’s built for her family. Soon, an unwelcome guest takes up residence in
the death hostel, the dying mysteriously continue to live, and Pramesh is
forced to confront his own ideas about death, rebirth, and redemption. Told
in lush, vivid detail and with an unforgettable cast of characters, The City of
Good Death is a remarkable debut novel of family and love, memory and
ritual, and the ways in which we honor the living and the dead. PRAISE FOR
THE CITY OF GOOD DEATH “In Champaneri’s ambitious, vivid debut, the
dying come to the holy city of Kashi to die a good death that frees them
from the burden of reincarnation…. In sharp prose, Champaneri explores
the power of stories—those the characters tell themselves, those told about
them, and those they believe. . . . This epic, magical story of death teems
with life.” —Publishers Weekly “Brimming with characters whose lives
overlap and whose stories interweave, Champaneri’s exquisite debut delves
into the consequences of the past, and how stories that are told can become
reality even when they contain barely a shred of truth. As Pramesh
discovers, the bitterness of past wounds can bring hope for redemption and
life.” —Bridget Thoreson, Booklist “Lush prose evokes the thick, close
atmosphere of Kashi and the intricate religious practices upon which life
and death depend. Rumor and superstition hold sway over even the most
level-headed people, twisting what’s explainable into something
extraordinary—with tragic consequences. . . . The City of Good Death is a
breathtaking, unforgettable novel about how remembering the past is just
as important as moving on.” —Eileen Gonzalez, Foreword Reviews, Starred
Review "Champaneri’s Kashi is teeming and vivid . . . the book frequently
charms, and it's as full of humor, warmth, and mystery as Kashi’s own
marketplace." —Kirkus Reviews “The City of Good Death is the debut novel
of Priyanka Champaneri but it has the confidence of a master storyteller.
Drawing on the rich literary traditions of Salman Rushdie and Arundhati
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Roy, Champaneri’s epic saga will satisfy armchair travelers thirsty for
adventure, and sick of looking out their windows.” —Chicago Review of
Books "In intricate detail and with remarkable skill, Champaneri writes a
powerful tale about the pull of the past and our aching need to understand
the mysteries and misunderstandings that thwart our relationships. An
atmospheric and immersive debut with a rich cast of characters you won’t
soon forget." —Marjan Kamali, author of The Stationery Shop
The Life and Times of the Human Cadaver
The Beauty of What Remains
The Search for the Truth about the Franklin Expedition 1845
The City of Earthly Desire
A Cultural History of Mortal Remains
The author spans the globe in search of preserved human remains, shedding light on the
phenomena and conditions that make it possible for human flesh to stave off the normal process
of decay after death.
This important new book, widely praised in hardcover (Yale UP) redefines the economic history
of early modern Britain for a new generation of readers. Wrightson writes evocatively about the
basic institutions and relationships of economic life, tracing the process of change, and examining
how these changes affected men, women and children at all social levels. Novel in its structure,
scope, and emphasis on the lived experience of the period, the book vividly demonstrates the
gains and costs of economic change.
In this groundbreaking work that sets apart fact and legend, authors Finkelstein and Silberman
use significant archeological discoveries to provide historical information about biblical Israel
and its neighbors. In this iconoclastic and provocative work, leading scholars Israel Finkelstein
and Neil Asher Silberman draw on recent archaeological research to present a dramatically
revised portrait of ancient Israel and its neighbors. They argue that crucial evidence (or a telling
lack of evidence) at digs in Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon suggests that many of the most
famous stories in the Bible—the wanderings of the patriarchs, the Exodus from Egypt, Joshua’s
conquest of Canaan, and David and Solomon’s vast empire—reflect the world of the later authors
rather than actual historical facts. Challenging the fundamentalist readings of the scriptures and
marshaling the latest archaeological evidence to support its new vision of ancient Israel, The
Bible Unearthed offers a fascinating and controversial perspective on when and why the Bible
was written and why it possesses such great spiritual and emotional power today.
The preserved remains of other human beings hold a fascination for the living. This volume
explores the history & science behind such phenomena & examines cases ranging from Egyptian
mummies to 20th-century politicians, from Iron Age bog bodies to the finds at Pompeii.
Discusses: the scientific processes of decay; the bog bodies of Europe; mummification, Egyptian
examples, & the Chincorror people from S. Amer.; preserving bodies by the environ., such as
freezing; the discovery of bodies preserved in outline form, such as Pompeii, & the scientific
processes involved in unearthing & interpreting such finds; & modern techniques such as
cryonics, cloning, DNA & suspended animation. Extensively illustrated in color & black & white.
All That Earthly Remains
Beastly Things
Economic Lives in Early Modern Britain, 1470-1750
No Earthly Pole
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The Work of the Dead
The Girl of His Dreams
The story begins in Jerusalem in 70 AD as Abraham the Temple scribe flees the destruction of
his home. Two thousand years and a hundred generations later, another Abraham perishes,
immolated in the fires of the Warsaw Ghetto.
A New York Times–bestselling series: A murder mystery set on Italy’s secretive island of
Murano, renowned for its world-famous glass. On a luminous spring day in Venice,
Commissario Brunetti and his assistant play hooky from work to help a friend, Marco Ribetti,
arrested during an environmental protest. They secure his release, only to be faced by the fury of
the man’s father-in-law, Giovanni De Cal, a cantankerous glass factory owner who has been
heard in the bars of Murano making violent threats about Ribetti. Brunetti’s curiosity is piqued,
and he finds himself drawn to Murano to investigate. Is De Cal the type of man to carry out his
threats? Then one morning the body of De Cal’s night watchman is found. Over long lunches,
on secret boat rides, in quiet bars, and down narrow streets, Brunetti searches for the killer . . .
“One of the best of the international crime writers.” —Rocky Mountain News “[A] superlative
series.” —The New York Times Book Review
What will become of our earthly remains? What happens to our bodies during and after the
various forms of cadaver disposal available? Who controls the fate of human remains? What
legal and moral constraints apply? Legal scholar Norman Cantor provides a graphic,
informative, and entertaining exploration of these questions. After We Die chronicles not only a
corpse’s physical state but also its legal and moral status, including what rights, if any, the
corpse possesses. In a claim sure to be controversial, Cantor argues that a corpse maintains a
“quasi-human status" granting it certain protected rights—both legal and moral. One of a
corpse’s purported rights is to have its predecessor’s disposal choices upheld. After We Die
reviews unconventional ways in which a person can extend a personal legacy via their corpse’s
role in medical education, scientific research, or tissue transplantation. This underlines the
importance of leaving instructions directing post-mortem disposal. Another cadaveric right is to
be treated with respect and dignity. After We Die outlines the limits that “post-mortem human
dignity” poses upon disposal options, particularly the use of a cadaver or its parts in educational
or artistic displays. Contemporary illustrations of these complex issues abound. In 2007, the wellpublicized death of Anna Nicole Smith highlighted the passions and disputes surrounding the
handling of human remains. Similarly, following the 2003 death of baseball great Ted Williams,
the family in-fighting and legal proceedings surrounding the corpse’s proposed cryogenic
disposal also raised contentious questions about the physical, legal, and ethical issues that
emerge after we die. In the tradition of Sherwin Nuland's How We Die, Cantor carefully and
sensitively addresses the post-mortem handling of human remains.
Kenneth Toomey is an eminent novelist of dubious talent; Don Carlo Campanati is a man of
God, a shrewd manipulator who rises through the Vatican to become the architect of church
revolution and a candidate for sainthood. These two men are linked not only by family ties but
by a common understanding of mankind's frailties. In this epic masterpiece, Anthony Burgess
plumbs the depths of the essence of power and the lengths men will go for it.
Sapiens
Earthly Bodies
Earthly Days
The Earthly Gods
The City of Good Death
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Give Unto Others
'Leon's novels are unshowy and imbued with the humanist outlook that makes Brunetti
such an appealing character.' Sunday Times A New York Times Bestseller A Los Angeles
Times Bestseller A Library Journal Bestseller (Mystery) Named One of the Year's Best
Crime Novels by Booklist An Amazon Best Book of the Month (Mystery, Thriller, &
Suspense) A Most Anticipated Book of 2019 at Crime Reads SHORTLISTED FOR THE
GOLD DAGGER AWARD __________________________________ The latest
bestselling Venice crime novel from celebrated author Donna Leon As a favour to his
wealthy father-in-law, the Count Falier, Commissario Guido Brunetti agrees to investigate
the seemingly innocent wish of the Count's best friend, the elderly and childless Gonzalo,
to adopt a younger man as his son. Under Italian inheritance laws, this man would
become the sole heir to Gonzalo's substantial fortune, something which Gonzalo's friends,
including the Count, find appalling. For his part, Brunetti wonders why they're so intent on
meddling in the old man's business. Not long after Brunetti meets with Gonzalo, the
elderly man unexpectedly passes away from natural causes. Old and frail, Gonzalo's
death goes unquestioned, and a few of his oldest friends gather in Venice to plan the
memorial service. But when Berta, a striking woman and one of Gonzalo's closest
confidantes, is strangled in her hotel room, Brunetti is drawn into long-buried secrets from
Gonzalo's past. What did Berta know? And who would go to such lengths to ensure it
would remain hidden? Once again, Donna Leon brilliantly follows the twists and turns of
the human condition, set against the ebb and flow of Venetian life.
Questioning some commonly accepted metaphysical beliefs and explaining how they are
programs-beliefs of control designed to keep a person within this earthly matrix. How to
escape these programs and this system by changing your beliefs.
In Death at La Fenice, Donna Leonâe(tm)s first novel in the Commissario Brunetti series,
readers were introduced to the glamorous and cut-throat world of opera and to one of
Italyâe(tm)s finest living sopranos, Flavia Petrelli âe" then a suspect in the poisoning of a
renowned German conductor. Now, many years after Brunetti cleared her name, Flavia
has returned to the illustrious La Fenice to sing the lead in Tosca. As an opera superstar,
Flavia is well acquainted with attention from adoring fans and aspiring singers. But when
one anonymous admirer inundates her with bouquets of yellow roses âe" on stage, in her
dressing room and even inside her locked apartment âe" it becomes clear that this fan has
become a potentially dangerous stalker. Distraught, Flavia turns to an old friend for help.
Familiar with Flaviaâe(tm)s melodramatic temperament, Commissario Brunetti is at first
unperturbed by her story, but when another young opera singer is attacked he begins to
think Flaviaâe(tm)s fears may be justified. In order to keep his friend out of danger,
Brunetti must enter the psyche of an obsessive fan and find the culprit before anyone
comes to harm.
A philosophical interpretation of history, examining the significance of historical study as a
science and a reflection of social values
The History and Science of Preserved Bodies
Selected Essays of Erich Auerbach
The Waters of Eternal Youth
What is History?
The Book of Abraham
Through a Glass, Darkly
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In 1935, in sleepy Cannero on Lake Maggiore, Paola and her daughter
Eva - Little Spark - ply a discreet living embroidering for rich
tourists. Eva pines for the glamour of the Mila they abruptly left.
She dreams of escape - to Hollywood to become a make-up artist, and
from the inevitability of being married to a suitable local boy.
Instead she is obliged to help the padre; slathering face paint on
bodies from the lake. When an Englishman appears on her slab a sole,
strange mourner lurks in the shadows. Eva turns for help to her
charismatic new acquaintance, the globetrotting Agatha Christietoting, puzzle-solving independent-spirited Amelia, and finds herself
launched on a perilous journey that begins with her first trip across
a lake she has hitherto feared and takes her into the dark heart of
Mussolini's brutal regime. Little Spark will find that she is an
extraordinary woman in extraordinary times.
*Kazuo Ishiguro's new novel Klara and the Sun is now available*
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize England, 1930s. Christopher Banks has
become the country's most celebrated detective, his cases the talk of
London society. Yet one unsolved crime has always haunted him: the
mysterious disappearance of his parents, in old Shanghai, when he was
a small boy. Moving between London and Shanghai of the interwar years,
When We Were Orphans is a remarkable story of memory, intrigue and the
need to return. 'You seldom read a novel that so convinces you it is
extending the possibilities of fiction.' John Carey, Sunday Times
'Ishiguro is the best and most original novelist of his generation and
When We Were Orphans could be by no other writer. It haunts the mind.
It moves to tears.' Susan Hill, Mail on Sunday 'Discloses a writer not
only near the height of his powers but in a league all of his own.'
Boyd Tonkin, Independent
'A skilful novel by a writer in full flight from the obvious' Observer
For thirty-five year old Charlotte Emory, leaving her husband seems to
offer the only way out from the mundaneness of every day life's
earthly possessions and emotional complications. In the bank, she
withdraws enough money to escape a life and a marriage gone sour. But
Charlotte is about to escape in a way she never expected, as a young
bank robber takes her hostage, and they head south for Florida in a
stolen car. **ANNE TYLER HAS SOLD OVER 1 MILLION BOOKS WORLDWIDE**
'One of my favourite authors ' Liane Moriarty 'She spins gold'
Elizabeth Buchan 'Anne Tyler has no peer' Anita Shreve 'A masterly
author' Sebastian Faulks
While touring Pemberley, Elizabeth Bennet overhears something about
Fitzwilliam Darcy that provokes a surge of jealousy. Fleeing her worst
nightmare, she is caught in a storm. He searches his estate for the
woman of his dreams. When he finds her in a folly identical to the one
of his rejected proposal, passions ignite. Her anger and his fear for
her health provoke an unplanned revelation. Forbidden lust explodes in
a secret cottage Mr Darcy has prepared for clandestine liaisons with
the love of his life. It appears all misunderstandings are resolved
with a betrothal—or are they?WARNING This is a sexually explicit
telling of a 'Pride and Prejudice' what if.
The Bible Unearthed
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Time, History, and Literature
Earthly Possessions
Archaeology's New Vision of Ancient Isreal and the Origin of Sacred
Texts
Earthly Remains
Agent of Rome 6
The celebrated opera house, La Fenice, has seen its share of death. But nothing so horrific and violent
as that of conductor, Maestro Helmut Wellauer, poisoned during a performance of La Traviata.
Commissario of Police, Guido Brunetti, has to step behind the lights into the bitchy world of opera to
investigate.
'When she's writing about her beloved Venice, Donna Leon can do no wrong. And Earthly Remains, her
new mystery featuring Commissario Guido Brunetti, is one of her best. It's also one of her saddest,
dealing as it does with the seemingly unstoppable polluting of the great lagoon . . . Leon dares to try,
once again earning the gratitude of her devoted readers.' New York Times A New York Times Bestseller
A New York Times Top Ten Crime Novel of 2017 A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice An
Amazon Best Book of the Month (Mystery) __________________________________ Granted leave
from the Questura, Commissario Guido Brunetti decides to finally take a well-earned break and visit
Sant'Erasmo, one of the largest islands in the Venetian laguna. The recuperative stay goes according to
plan until Davide Casati, the mysterious caretaker of the villa Brunetti has been staying in, goes missing
following a sudden storm. Nobody can find him - not his daughter, not his friends, and not the woman
he's been secretly visiting . . . Convinced that this was no accident, Brunetti feels compelled to set aside
his holiday and discover what happened to the man who had recently become his friend.
The twenty-fifth mystery in the New York Times–bestselling series “is cause for celebration. . . . Leon
brilliantly exposes the corrupt world of Venice” (Bay Area Reporter). At a fundraising dinner for a
Venetian charity, a wealthy and aristocratic patroness asks Brunetti if he will investigate the fifteen-yearold attempted drowning of her granddaughter, which left the girl irreparably brain damaged. Brunetti’s
not sure what to do, but out of a mixture of curiosity, pity, and a willingness to fulfill the wishes of a
guilt-wracked older woman—who happens to be his mother-in-law’s best friend—he agrees. Brunetti
soon finds himself unable to let the case rest, if indeed there is a case. Awash in the haunting story of a
woman trapped in a damaged perpetual childhood and the rhythms and concerns of contemporary
Venetian life, from historical preservation to housing to new waves of African migrants, The Waters of
Eternal Youth is another wonderful addition to this series. “Donna Leon’s Venetian mysteries never
disappoint . . . A bittersweet story that makes us appreciate Brunetti’s philosophical take on the
indignities, insanities, and cruelties of life.” —The New York Times Book Review “A new Brunetti
adventure is always worth celebrating. . . . In a marvelous and moving last scene, we glimpse a moment
of almost transcendent beauty that makes us realize again how important this series is to our reading
lives.” —Booklist (starred review) “Leon’s latest novel marks the 25th anniversary of her wonderfully
atmospheric series. . . . A sweet poignancy flows through Leon’s narrative like the faint smell of
chrysanthemums bordering the ancient palazzos.” —Minneapolis Star-Tribune
'The series that has shadowed Brunetti for three decades is an epic achievement' The Times Chosen as
Star Pick in the Sunday Times Crime Club Chosen as a 'Best New Crime Novel' in the Sunday Times
_____________________________________________ When two young American women are badly
injured in a boating accident, joy riding in Venice's Laguna with two young Italians, Commissario
Guido Brunetti's curiosity is aroused by the behaviour of the young men, who abandoned the victims
after taking them to the hospital. As Brunetti and his colleague, Claudia Griffoni, investigate, they
discover that one of the young men works for a man rumoured to be involved in more sinister night-time
activities in the Laguna. To get to the bottom of the mystery, Brunetti needs to enlist the help of both the
Carabinieri and the Guardia Costiera. Determining how much trust he and Griffoni can put in these
unfamiliar colleagues only adds to the difficulty of solving this peculiarly horrible crime. Donna Leon's
landmark thirtieth Brunetti novel is as powerful as any she has written, testing Brunetti to his limits,
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forcing him to listen very carefully for the truth.
______________________________________________ 'Leon's books are a joy' Guardian 'She is a
truly fine novelist, period, and should be acclaimed as such.' TLS
Shades of Pride and Prejudice
How Our Greatest Fear Becomes Our Greatest Gift
Earthly Necessities
Understanding the Earthly Programs of Limitations and Controls
After We Die
The Dawn of Everything

A girl's body is found floating in one of Venice's canals. But no one has reported a
missing child or the theft of the gold jewellery that she carries. So Commissario Brunetti
is drawn into a search not only for the cause of her death but also her identity, her
family, and for the secrets that people will keep in order to protect their children.
It is 2058. Rebecca, a widow, receives an invitation to leave Earth and start over, but
nature has evolved and is tagging along for the ride. Earthly Bodies is a dystopian ecohorror story that spans the ages, where strangers reveal their contribution to an
extraordinary act of survival. An artist ahead of his time crafts a new way of painting
portraits, causing outcry and claims of heresy. A military man becomes obsessed with
growing something he found on manoeuvres far from home. A lonely geneticist helps
her brother with his plan to save humanity; secretly selecting humans to join a mission
and escape a ravaged Earth. Rebecca seeks a fresh start, away from her devastating
loss. Harmony with Nature is everyone's wish, it's time to be careful what you wish for.
Readers of speculative fiction and feminist horror will enjoy this novel. This book
echoes the visionary environmental scope of The Overstory and Annihilation, with the
horror of Naomi Booth's Sealed, and a structure more like Station Eleven
The meaning of our concern for mortal remains—from antiquity through the twentieth
century The Greek philosopher Diogenes said that when he died his body should be
tossed over the city walls for beasts to scavenge. Why should he or anyone else care
what became of his corpse? In The Work of the Dead, acclaimed cultural historian
Thomas Laqueur examines why humanity has universally rejected Diogenes's
argument. No culture has been indifferent to mortal remains. Even in our supposedly
disenchanted scientific age, the dead body still matters—for individuals, communities,
and nations. A remarkably ambitious history, The Work of the Dead offers a compelling
and richly detailed account of how and why the living have cared for the dead, from
antiquity to the twentieth century. The book draws on a vast range of sources—from
mortuary archaeology, medical tracts, letters, songs, poems, and novels to painting and
landscapes in order to recover the work that the dead do for the living: making human
communities that connect the past and the future. Laqueur shows how the churchyard
became the dominant resting place of the dead during the Middle Ages and why the
cemetery largely supplanted it during the modern period. He traces how and why since
the nineteenth century we have come to gather the names of the dead on great lists
and memorials and why being buried without a name has become so disturbing. And
finally, he tells how modern cremation, begun as a fantasy of stripping death of its
history, ultimately failed—and how even the ashes of the victims of the Holocaust have
been preserved in culture. A fascinating chronicle of how we shape the dead and are in
turn shaped by them, this is a landmark work of cultural history.
Fiction. Latinx Studies. Art. Translated from the Spanish by Matthew Gleeson. Jos
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Revueltas (1914-1976). Philosopher, novelist, playwright, screenwriter, Revueltas was
a contemporary of Octavio Paz, who considered him to be the best novelist of his
generation. Marxist since his youth, he was educated in the streets, in campesino and
workers' organizations, during strikes, and in prison. EARTHLY DAYS (1949) is his
most accomplished and controversial novel. Like Joyce, Revueltas allows the reader to
view the inner depths of his characters; like Proust, he meticulously examines
memories, thoughts, and feelings; like Dostoyevsky, he focuses his gaze on the darkest
passages of the soul; like Sartre, he dwells on the nausea of existence; and like
Simone de Beauvoir, he reflects on the possibility of a new woman, leftist and liberated.
Revueltas preceded writers of the Latin American boom such as Cort zar, Garc a
M rquez, and even Juan Rulfo, authors who achieved the reputation and fame that
Revueltas was denied. If one may have differences with his style or ideology, the
structure of the book is impeccable. Each chapter is a perfect story, woven together by
an Ariadne-like thread that unites all parts. To conceptually define the book, I would
have to coin the oxymoronic term "existentialist Marxism," because Revueltas never
ceased to be a disciple of Marx; nevertheless, his vision of humanity is brutally negative
and ferocious. In a world bereft of God, all that was left for him to describe was our
earthly days, "atrocious human life."
Earthly Powers
When We Were Orphans
An Earthly Knight
Transient Desires
The Golden Egg
A Brief History of Death

The recent discovery and filming of Frankin's HMS 'Terror'
has brought the tragic story of the expedition into the
international spotlight. The only man who knows the true
narrative is Ernest Coleman.
**THE MULTI-MILLION COPY BESTSELLER** 'Interesting and
provocative... It gives you a sense of how briefly we've
been on this Earth' Barack Obama What makes us brilliant?
What makes us deadly? What makes us Sapiens? Yuval Noah
Harari challenges everything we know about being human.
Earth is 4.5 billion years old. In just a fraction of that
time, one species among countless others has conquered it:
us. In this bold and provocative book, Yuval Noah Harari
explores who we are, how we got here and where we're going.
The perfect gift for curious readers this Christmas.
________________ PRAISE FOR SAPIENS: 'Jaw-dropping from the
first word to the last... It may be the best book I've ever
read' Chris Evans 'Sweeps the cobwebs out of your brain...
Radiates power and clarity' Sunday Times 'It altered how I
view our species and our world' Guardian 'Startling... It
changes the way you look at the world' Simon Mayo 'I would
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recommend Sapiens to anyone who's interested in the history
and future of our species' Bill Gates **ONE OF THE
GUARDIAN'S 100 BEST BOOKS OF THE 21st CENTURY**
During the interrogation of an entitled, arrogant man
suspected of giving drugs to a young girl who then died,
Commissario Guido Brunetti acts rashly, doing something he
will quickly come to regret. In the aftermath, he begins to
doubt his career choices and realises that he needs a break
from the stifling problems of his work. Granted leave from
the Questura, Brunetti is shipped off by his wife, Paola, to
a villa owned by a wealthy relative on Sant'Erasmo, one of
the largest islands in the Venetian laguna. There, he
intends to pass his days rowing, and his nights reading
Pliny's Natural History. The recuperative stay goes
according to plan and Brunetti is finally able to relax,
until Davide Casati, the caretaker of the house, goes
missing following a sudden storm. Nobody can find him - not
his daughter, not his friends, and not the woman he'd been
secretly visiting. Now, Brunetti feels compelled to
investigate, to set aside his holiday and discover what
happened to the man who had recently become his friend. In
Earthly Remains, Donna Leon shows Venice through an
insider's eyes. From family meals and vaporetti rides to the
never-ending influx of tourists and suffocating political
corruption, the details and rhythms of everyday Venetian
life are at the core of this thrilling novel, and of the
terrible crime at its heart.
Death at La Fenice
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